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BERKELEY - THREE ONE-ACT OPERAS
Lennox BERKELEY

b. Boars Hill, near Oxford, 12 May 1903
d. London, 26 December 1989, aged eighty-six

Sir Lennox Berkeley received his principal education at Gresham’s School, Holt, in
Norfolk during the years 1914-18. This was the same school attended by Benjamin
Britten, W. H. Auden and Stephen Spender. It is reported that Berkeley “left behind at
Gresham’s a reputation for charm and kindness, fluent French and a ‘flamboyant’ style
at the piano.” The school also served to immerse Berkeley in “the wild beauty of the
North Norfolk coast and its flora and fauna”1. Gresham’s music department named one
of its seminar suites the Sir Lennox Berkeley Room.2
Berkeley progressed to Merton College, Oxford and thence his Gallic sympathies, and
Ravel’s recommendation that he should study with Nadia Boulanger, took him to Paris.
His studies in the French capital were from 1926 to 1932. Those years saw him striking
up friendships with Honegger, Roussel, Poulenc, Milhaud and Stravinsky and imbibing
their influences. The war years found him as a staffer in the BBC Music Department after
which he became a professor at the Royal Academy (1946-1968). There he taught many
composers of eminence and most of them with diverse styles all divergent from his own.
They included John Tavener, Richard Rodney Bennett, Nicholas Maw and David
Bedford. National and international honours were numerous and included a CBE in
1957 and a Knighthood in 1974.
His works for the operatic stage, while not abundant, were notable and displayed his
engagement with the UK’s operatic stages post-Peter Grimes. Berkeley’s first opera,
Nelson3, was put on at Sadler’s Wells in 1954. The others were performed by the English
1

22

Norfolk held a similar sway over the composer E J Moeran and this poignant atmosphere suffuses his G Minor
Symphony (1937) on SRCD247
2 https://www.lennoxberkeley.org.uk/
3 Available in a recording of the 1983 BBC broadcast (Lyrita SRCD.2392); an indispensable companion to the
three one-acters in the present set.
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Opera Group which had been founded by the young Benjamin Britten4, Joan Cross,
Eric Crozier and Peter Pears in 1946. In the same year as the Nelson premiere his first
one-acter, A Dinner Engagement, featured at Aldeburgh. Aldeburgh was also the scene
of Ruth in 1956 and Castaway in 1967. As can be seen, for Berkeley, opera, as a pursuit,
a goal and a prize, was at its most assertive in the 1950s. In Grove V (1954), the
eminent reference work in English-speaking lands from 1954 until 1980, Nelson was
documented as Berkeley’s only opera. 1954 and 1956 were marked by the premieres of
A Dinner Engagement (Aldeburgh) and Ruth (English Opera Group).
The composer Richard Stoker said of Berkeley that “He certainly knew what worked
on the opera stage and was critical of any undramatic work, knowing full well how
difficult opera is to write, needing a very special talent like Puccini's or Verdi's or
Britten's. I'm sure Lennox had that special gift required for opera.”5 Even before
Berkeley essayed that first grandest of operas he was attuned to the stage and to the
demands of theatrical and like productions. There were three such theatrical dramas
for which he wrote incidental music: The Seven Ages of Man (1938); The Station
Master (1938) and The Tempest (1946). His experience of working with music,
images and the spoken voice in the feature films Hotel Reserve (1944) and The First
Gentleman (1948) also helped hone his dramaturgical skills.
He met Freda Bernstein, during his BBC years and their marriage followed at the
Church of the Holy Apostles, Claverton Street, London, on 14 December 1946. Their
first son. the composer Michael Berkeley¸ with Britten as godfather, was born in 1948.
In 1950, the year of the premiere of his Sinfonietta, saw a second son, Julian, with
Boulanger as godparent. Six years later there was a third son, Nicholas. For Berkeley
the 1950s, and the years immediately preceding, brought contentment and creativity;
they are not always congenial partners.
4

Britten and Berkeley together wrote the Mont Juic Dances. These Dances are listed as Berkeley's Op. 9 and
Britten's Op. 12
5 Richard Stoker interviewed by John France, January 2003, http://www.musicwebinternational.com/classrev/2003/feb03/lennox_interview.htm
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All three of the Berkeley one-act operas heard in this set were taken down from BBC
radio transmissions by the enterprising founder of Lyrita Records, Richard Itter. As to
fully commercial recordings: Chandos have issued the two of the most successful
operas: Ruth (September 2003) and A Dinner Engagement (June 2004).
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OVERVIEW - the one-act operas
The life and music production of Lennox Berkeley were threaded through with operatic
works. They are salient features and one of them (A Dinner Engagement) remains
conspicuously successful with multiple performances in theatres and halls and in
broadcasts.

o
ano
soprano

The four operas speak from the second half of his life - the full bloom of maturity - from
age 51 to age 64. A final grand opera project, Faldon Park, remained unrealised at the
time of the composer’s death in 1983, the year in which Nelson was revived and
broadcast by the BBC.
Nelson had a half-life in extract form and in an orchestral suite. The chamber operas
had no half-way houses. They had no overtures or suites. Their scale was such that they
sank or swam on their own terms and to do so they had to succeed or fail in full panoply
of soloists, choir (which is used in Ruth and Castaway), orchestra, conductor, stage
lighting, direction and costume.

tenor

Professor Peter Dickinson has written that Berkeley “… was at his most distinctive in
the 1940s and 50s.” It is to our benefit that three of the four operas came from the
second of those two decades with the composer in the high maturity of his own early
fifties. Castaway dated from the 1960s and was, like A Dinner Engagement, described
as an “opera in one act”. Ruth was also in a single act but divided into three scenes.
Castaway was completed during one of the composer’s high water-mark years and
found its subject in a vignette, not from Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, but from Homer’s
Odyssey.

7
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The subject matter and plot sources of these one-acters are various: a scena of comedic
character; a Biblical episode; amounts to a Homeric short story. The first of these, A
Dinner Engagement, turned out to be a Berkeley success story with an extended history
of multiple performances. Its librettist was Paul Dehn6 who also served in that capacity
for the chronologically isolated opera Castaway. Eric Crozier7, a familiar name, served
the same purpose for Ruth which came into being shortly after A Dinner Engagement.
Berkeley’s notable contemporaries might be worth comment. Walton had one major
opera (Troilus and Cressida) and a single one-act piece (‘The Bear’ to a Chekhov story
suggested by Peter Pears). Britten wrote mostly full-scale multi-act operas although
there are some one-acters in the shape of the Church Parables and Let’s Make an Opera
to words by Crozier. Another parallel can be found across the Atlantic with Samuel
Barber. Barber wrote a majestic three-acter (Antony and Cleopatra, 1966) and a very
witty, even funny, brief one-acter A Hand of Cards (1959).
Thoughts may also be prompted in the direction of Puccini’s Il Trittico (1918): Il
Tabarro, Suor Angelica, Gianni Schicchi. The composer planned these to be performed
as a set in a single evening although they have been mounted in any number of
permutations. Berkeley had no such intention or at least none declared. Even the overt
pairing of A Dinner Engagement and Castaway appears more as a reminder that each
opera might help itself and bemused opera managements by being paired - a facility
rather than anything like an instruction.
It’s a matter of remark that while other composers (for example Britten in Paul Bunyan,
Bernstein in On The Town and Shostakovich in Cheryomushki) succumbed from time
to time to operetta or music theatre Berkeley in general stuck to the high art of opera.
There is a Gilbert and Sullivan element in the rapier wit in A Dinner Engagement but
Berkeley dealt in opera; no compromise.

6
7

1912-1976
1914-1994
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A Dinner Engagement, opera in one-act Op. 45 (1954)
In the 1950s Berkeley bravely followed the lead of Britten and went into the theatre. As
composer and writer Francis Routh has written, many parallels can be seen in
Berkeley’s music with the styles of other composers and other periods. The closest is
with Mozart. A Dinner Engagement is mentioned alongside Berkeley’s Divertimento
and the Horn Trio as examples of works “entirely Mozartian in conception”.
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This, Berkeley’s first opera, as in the case of Britten, was his most successful although
Peter Grimes dwarfed A Dinner Engagement in terms of fame, duration and the
conflict of the passions. In the brilliant writing of Dehn’s libretto, Berkeley found a
perfect foil.
An operatic synopsis for A Dinner Engagement states “Time: the present (i.e. 1954).
… the impoverished Earl of Dunmow (late Envoy Extraordinary to the Grand Duchy
of Monteblanco) and his Countess (aided by the hired 'help', Mrs. Kneebone), are
preparing dinner for the Grand Duchess of Monteblanco and her gourmet son Prince
Philippe, whom they hope to interest in their daughter Susan. But - are there perhaps
too many cooks? Things go wrong. Susan spurns the alluring bit of haute-couture which
her parents have bought at great sacrifice and the 'Tomates Monteblanco' (the
projected pièce de résistance) are ruined. It is at this moment of crisis that the Ducal
guests take them by surprise and come in through the backdoor, which happens to be
more imposing than the front...”
The action takes place in the kitchen in the Earl’s Chelsea home. This is very much a
comedy of manners. Voices of the upper and lower classes are clearly writ large. The
Countess of Dunmow’s part has a touch of My Fair Lady about it. The French Horn
is distinctively deployed and brings recollections of Britten’s Serenade and at other
times the sound of Poulenc’s Les Biches or Martinu’s Jazz comes to mind. Quite often
it feels like an exuberant entertainment. We are not spared the vocabulary and
evanescence of the time including references to The Sunday Pictorial. A purposeful
march - full of good ideas - puts in an appearance. The arrival of the Grand Duchess
and Prince Philippe is portrayed by the orchestra with a delicate and lively dance that

18
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might have escaped from Mont Juic8. In the segment announced by the words “Come
and see our little garden,” Berkeley deploys the opera’s first really touching section with
“cycling” strings and a rise to complex ensemble writing. This is indeed an opera of
conversations one of which is an “argument over ounces of mustard seeds.” Wit maybe
but it ends with a lovely yearning tail to the melody which smacks of Tchaikovsky-outof-Broadway. Harp (and other instruments) accompany a French language song which
serves as the culmination of a gentle dialogue. Back to humour when the Grand
Duchess claims that the bill for services can be sent to her and the envelope simply
addressed as “Europe”.
The broadcast history (only a small part of the story) of A Dinner Engagement on the
BBC can be traced through the BBC Genome which discloses two broadcasts in 1954
(conducted by Vilem Tauský9), one in 1955, one in 1966 and 1969 (conducted by
Maurice Handford); the latter repeated 23 February 1969. In 2003 it surfaced again
conducted by Richard Hickox. There have been performances worldwide with venues
that included Sao Paulo, Vermont, New York, London, Oxford, Sydney, Perth and
Halifax Nova Scotia.
It is remarkable that this, the first of the one-acters, was written in the same year as the
Trio for violin, horn and piano and Nelson. Indeed Berkeley was, during this period,
working with three librettists in parallel: Dehn for A Dinner Engagement; Crozier for
Ruth and Pryce-Jones for Nelson.

8

Recorded on a Lyrita CD:
http://www.musicwebinternational.com/classrev/2007/jan07/Berkeley_SRCD226.htm
9 1954 had been a hectic year for Tauský. In addition to Nelson he had conducted A Dinner Engagement for the
EOG and the Group were to present Ruth in 1956 and Castaway in 1967.
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Ruth, opera in three scenes Op. 50 (1955–6).
The libretto of Ruth by Eric Crozier10 is based on the Old Testament story and is
dedicated to Berkeley’s wife, Freda. Crozier was a long-time collaborator with Britten.
He was both librettist and theatre director having directed Peter Grimes at Sadler's
Wells in 1945. Crozier had a well populated c.v. in music. For the BBC, and with Joan
Cross, he translated the libretto for The Bartered Bride. Together they also delivered a
“New English Version” of the libretto for La Traviata and then in 1980 wrote up the
words for Strauss’s The Woman without a Shadow (Die Frau ohne Schatten). He was
responsible for the librettos for Albert Herring, Billy Budd (with E.M. Forster), The
Little Sweep and the Saint Nicolas cantata. The original narration for the documentary
entitled “Instruments of the Orchestra” was by him. He was appointed OBE in the
1991 New Year’s Honours.
As was for many years the practice with radio opera broadcasts, the BBC relay of Ruth
had a narrator who, in the case of the first broadcast, was Ronald Harvi. His role was
delivered to telling effect. This is included when his narration is over quietly chilling
strings. Berkeley’s writing juxtaposes despair with intermittent sweetness from the
voices. Jazzy piano writing and a yearning Jewish ‘sway’ take the foreground from time
to time. The unremitting presence of female voices, sometimes gusty, gives way at times
to implacable heroism. Boaz wants to go out to glean and the choir’s male voices rise in
assertive and braw singing in repose to the prospect of work in the fields. The harvesters
are a rough bunch and the head reaper reproves them for denigrating the foreign
workers. Ruth is very forgiving. To centre the action Berkeley has her singing sweetly
“My name is Ruth.” In the present broadcast she is answered by Peter Pears and told
that she will receive her reward in Heaven. Then comes an interlude that serves as a
long scene-setter before an exuberant harvest home for the mixed choir. There’s even
some jollity that recalls the celebrations from Patrick Hadley’s “The Hills”, from Roy
Harris’s “Folksong Symphony” (No. 4) and the hoe-down in Copland's “The Tender
Land”. Later we are introduced to some ecstatic string writing reminiscent of Tippett’s
Concerto for Double String Orchestra. A love duet between Boaz and Ruth (“Know my
10
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beloved”) leads to a climax with the orchestra tolling and swinging in loud celebration:
a rapturous “Praise Ye!”. The horns sing out in joyous and climactic triumph.
The UK broadcast history of Ruth began with a broadcast in 1956 repeated twice the
following year. Steuart Bedford was to conduct it in 1968. This was repeated the
following year and again in 1978 and 1983 as part of the BBC Radio 3 series: “The
Operas of Lennox Berkeley” (30 October 1983). It was produced in the theatre with A
Dinner Engagement (as intended) at TCM Opera at Bloomsbury Theatre in 1983
when the conductor was Meredith Davies.
Suites and extracts were not in general drawn from the one act operas. However Ruth
provides a small quasi-exception in tribute to Berkeley. This work was heard on 2 July
1983 (the year of the BBC’s celebration of the Berkeley operas) in a Berkeley Birthday
Concert at Cheltenham Town Hall. The “Variations on a Theme by Lennox Berkeley”
was based on a theme from the Reapers’ Chorus. Former students of Berkeley (and
others) each provided a one minute variation. The admiring contributors were Sally
Beamish, Christopher Headington, Richard Rodney Bennett, William Mathias, John
Tavener, Christopher Brown and Richard Stoker. The project was devised by Sir John
Manduell who had himself been a pupil of Berkeley and William Alwyn.11
The years in which Ruth was written also saw the orchestral Suite from Nelson, the
Sextet for clarinet, horn and string quartet, Crux fidelis, the Sonatina for guitar, 'Sweet
was the Song' for mixed choir and organ and the Five Poems of W.H. Auden (songs)
Castaway, opera in one-act Op. 68 (1966)
Like many another one-act opera Berkeley had sent A Dinner Engagement out into the
world to fend for itself; which it did very competently. However that was not the end of
the story. A decade or so later he fashioned a similarly proportioned ‘complementary’
work. This was Castaway. He left music-lovers with no room for misunderstanding and
added an explicit note that it was “written as a companion for A Dinner Engagement”.
11
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Although Castaway was an adaptation of an Homeric story, this libretto is peppered
with dark comedy. The opera synopsis recounts the tale and “tells how (about 1100
BC) Odysseus is shipwrecked and cast up after a storm on an island (the Mediterranean
island of Scheria) where he meets Princess Nausicaa …. She falls in love with him but
for reasons of etiquette cannot ask him his identity until he has dined at the palace. That
evening, on hearing a blind minstrel sing of the ‘Trojan Horse’, Odysseus reveals who
he is. On the following day, he must sail for Ithaca to his beloved wife Penelope.
Nausicaa is greatly disappointed.”
Paul Dehn (5 November 1912–30 September 1976), who provided the libretto, was a
colourful character. He is best known as the screenwriter for the 1974 film Murder on
the Orient Express (which used a score by Richard Rodney Bennett, himself a Berkeley
pupil). He also wrote the words for Goldfinger, (1964), The Spy Who Came in from
the Cold (1965), The Night of the Generals (1967), The Taming of the Shrew (1967)
and various Planet of the Apes sequels. Humphrey Searle mentions Dehn in his
memoirs of his years at ‘spy school’ in Hampshire recalling Dehn’s various subterfuge
skills including “the writing of propaganda leaflets”. Dehn’s lyrics grace songs in the
films The Innocents (1961) and Moulin Rouge (1952). Dehn was in demand as a
librettist and, in addition to his two collaborations with Berkeley, provided the sung text
for Walton's one-acter The Bear with which Castaway was premiered. Walton worked
with Dehn to produce what they dubbed ‘An Extravaganza in One Act’. Of the famous
cycle of choral songs written by British composers for Queen Elizabeth II in 1953
Berkeley wrote Spring at This Hour and the words he set were by Dehn. For voice and
piano Berkeley also penned a set of five Dehn songs.
Berkeley’s Castaway had a few broadcasts but faced an uphill struggle. In 1967 it was
one of two new one-act operas in a first broadcast performance. This was conducted by
Meredith Davies. The Berkeley pupil Richard Stoker felt that Castaway was “rather
disappointing, premiered as it was with Walton's splendid The Bear.”12 In 1974 it
appeared again in a Berkeley “Double Bill” with A Dinner Engagement conducted by
Meredith Davies and the Davies tape was used in 1983 in the series “The Operas of
12
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Berkeley”. The 2003 Cheltenham festival broadcasts of the paired one-acters were also
broadcast.
It has been suggested that one of the reasons for Castaway’s neglect is the failure of
directors and conductors to appreciate the satire in Paul Dehn’s witty libretto. Not for
nothing was he a darkly comic poet; not for nothing was Castaway intended as a
companion piece for the same librettist’s hilarious A Dinner Engagement. As a classical
scholar, Dehn knew and loved Homer’s Odyssey, and his intention in Castaway was to
send up the romantic story of the shipwrecked hero's arrival, naked and incognito, on
the shores of Ischia, where Princess Nausicaa falls in love with him ’till she realises he’s
the fabled Odysseus and unavailable. Audiences have been led to believe the piece is a
study in Homeric mores, with the comedy a mere distraction, when in fact the comedy
is the point.
This opera has an initial expostulation and a conjuring of the storm that shipwrecks
Odysseus. A piano is much in evidence, and often magically so, throughout. Nausicaa
and her handmaidens are graciously evoked through a soft-sounding ensemble. There
are also several sections where the young tenor Anthony Rolfe Johnson seems to voice
the role of an ecstatic shepherd; something similar can be heard in Szymanowski’s opera
King Roger which is set in Sicily. As Odysseus regains his senses a love duet with
Nausicaa begins to emerge. “Who can he be?” the maidens muse. A big romantic tune
surfaces and merges into a long orchestral interlude which is heavy with the irresistibly
oppressive ‘film noir’ atmosphere of Berkeley’s Nocturne for orchestra (1946).
A dialogue between the island’s King and Odysseus ensues with a promise that twentyfour of the island’s men will crew a boat that the King will also make available to
Odysseus. Some very buoyant and sanguine music follows. This recalls the battle fleet
setting sail in the opera Nelson. Nausicaa is heard singing against the backdrop of
side-drum and murmuring strings. Her high and sustained notes are remarkable and
this part of the opera would be fashioned into quite an encore. Odysseus sings of his
Penelope while Nausicaa, caught in the tragedy of it all, sings of her love for Odysseus;
it’s almost Broadway. There’s a bitter burden of torment in the strings. The couple sing
REAM 2144
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intertwining farewells culminating in a gong-stroke. “Make ready to sail” is signalled
with brass and trumpets. The storyline leaves Nausicaa hopeless, helpless and
abandoned while Odysseus sets sail for reunion with his wife. The men’s choir sings
fading away into the distance and the last sung word is “away”.
When it comes to choices it’s notable that Berkeley and Dehn selected this episode from
The Odyssey. He could have opted for the more dramatically shaped end-story of
Odysseus and Penelope as Britten did for his “The Rescue of Penelope”13.
Works clustered around Castaway include the Partita for chamber orchestra, Signs in
the Dark for mixed choir and strings, The Windhover for mixed choir, Symphony No
3 and Windsor Variations.
Rob Barnett, June 2021
The author wishes to acknowledges the contributions of Tony Scotland,
Lennox Berkeley Society

13

http://www.musicweb-international.com/classrev/2006/Oct06/Britten_Penelope_0927490102.htm
c=2021 BBC under licence to Lyrita Recorded Edition.
Licensed courtesy of BBC Worldwide and sourced from The Lyrita Recorded Edition Trust Archive
«=2021 Lyrita Recorded Edition, England. Lyrita is a registered trade mark. Made in the UK
LYRITA RECORDED EDITION. Produced under an exclusive licence from Lyrita
by Wyastone Estate Ltd, PO Box 87, Monmouth, NP25 3WX, UK
The BBC wordmark and the BBC logo are trade marks of the
British Broadcasting Corporation and are used under licence. BBC logo © BBC 1996
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A Dinner Engagement Op. 45 (1954)
Opera in One Act and Two Scenes
Libretto by Paul Dehen
The Earl of Dunmow
The Countess of Dunmow
Susan, their daughter
Mrs Kneebone, a hired help
H.R.H. The Grand Duchess of Monteblanco
H.R.H. Prince Philippe, her son
An Errand Boy

Norman Lumsden bass
Marjory Westbury soprano
Cynthia Glover soprano
Pamela Bowden contralto
Johanna Peters contralto
Edward Darling tenor
Derek Williamson tenor

John Wilson piano
BBC Northern Orchestra (Leader, Reginald Stead)
conducted by Maurice Handford
Produced by Peter Rorke
A BBC studio recording, broadcast on 5 June 1966
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Scene 1
LORD DUNMOW. Salt, pepper, olive oil.
MRS KNEEBONE. No servants!
SUSAN. Mother, please can I help?
LADY DUMOW. We saw him last …
LADY DUNMOW. Missis Kneebone, … the green cookery book.

5.47
6.52
5.02
3.08
4.10

Scene 2
DUCHESS. So this, dear Lady Dunmox, is your drawing room.
5.20
PRINCE PHILIPPE. Forgive my curiosity …
4.56
LADY DUNMOW. Sir, will you join us?
4.22
PRINCE PHILIPPE. But if you are the Dunmow’s daughter ?
3.55
PRINCE PHILIPPE. And now, shall we go into the garden?
3.32
DUCHESS. Kiss her at once!
5.20
MRS KNEEBONE. Milords, Ladies … Dinner is served!
3.02
Total playing time 55.31

agement for the
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Ruth Op. 50 (1956)
Opera in Three Scenes
Libretto by Eric Crozier
Naomi, a widow of Bethlehem
Orpah, her daughter-in-law, a Moabite woman
Ruth, her daughter-in-law, a Moabite woman
Boaz, a landowner, distant kinsman to Naomi
Head Reaper
Narrator

Elisabeth Robinson soprano
Soo-Bee Lee soprano
Alfreda Hodgson contralto
Peter Pears tenor
Thomas Hemsley baritone
Ronald Harvi

Chorus of reapers, gleaners, and people of Bethlehem
BBC Northern Singers (chorus-master, Stephen Wilkinson)
BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra (Leader, Reginald Stead)
conducted by Steuart Bedford
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Produced by David Ellis
A BBC studio recording, broadcast on 18 August 1968
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1
2

Scene 1
NAOMI. Once more I see your green and golden hills …
WOMEN. See! Is this Naomi!

3
4
5

Scene 2
MEN. Gold grows the barley …
WOMEN. Who is this approaching?
RUTH. Let me beg you to forgive your countrymen.

6
7
8
9
10

14.13
6.51

5.11
6.48
9.10

Scene 3
NAOMI. This is the place! Come, daughter.
4.58
WOMEN and MEN. Golden ripe the barley grows.
8.42
BOAZ. Farewell, bright Summer
5.11
NAOMI. Come now, my daughter.
8.52
BOAZ. Ho there, my people!
6.24
Total playing time 76.24
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Castaway Op. 68 (1967)

All three of
radio transm
fully comm
operas: Ruth

Opera in Four Scenes
Libretto by Paul Dehn,
after an episode from the sixth book of Homer’s Odyssey
Odysseus, shipwrecked king of Ithaca
Nausicaa, princess of Scheria
Queen Arete, her mother
Handmaidens to Nausicaa:
Praxinoe
Briseis
Ismene
King Alcinous, Nausicaa’s father
Laodamas, her brother
Demodocus, a blind minstrel

OVERVIEW
The life and
works. They
conspicuous
broadcasts.

Geoffrey Chard baritone
Patricia Clark soprano
Jean Allister mezzo-soprano
Patricia Blans soprano
Verity Ann Bates soprano
Carolyn Maia mezzo-soprano
James Atkins bass
Malcolm Rivers bass
Kenneth MacDonald tenor

The four ope
age 51 to ag
time of the
broadcast by

Nelson had
had no halfsank or swam
of soloists,
lighting, dir

Chorus of courtiers, servants, sailors
English Opera Group Chorus
English Chamber Orchestra (Leader Kenneth Sillito)
conducted by Meredith Davies

Professor Pe
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as an “oper
Castaway w
found its su
Odyssey.

Produced by Anthony Besch
First performance given at the Aldeburgh Festival 3 June 1967
This performance live from the Jubilee Hall, Aldeburgh,
BBC broadcast on 10 June 1967
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1

Scene 1
ODYSSEUS. Great God, Poseidon!

3.22

2

Scene 2
NAUSICAA. Before the morning of my life…

4.34

3
4
5

Scene 3
MAIDENS. Blow softly, wind!
MAIDENS. A man? A beast? A God?
NAUSICAA. Sir, do not misunderstand me…

2.29
8.09
3.10

6

Orchestral Interlude

3.17

7
8
9
10
11
12

Scene 4
MEN. Drink deep, drink slow
2.22
ALCINOUS. We observe that our shipwrecked stranger…
3.17
DEMODOCUS. I will sing you a song of the shore.
4.42
DEMODOCUS. What shall I sing to my Lord the stranger
7.12
NAUSICAA. My Lord, why do you weep?
5.39
CHORUS. Farewell Odysseus
8.37
Total playing time 56.54
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Opera and Dramatic Oratorio on Lyrita
For details visit https://www.wyastone.co.uk/all-labels/lyrita.html
William Alwyn. Miss Julie

SRCD 2218

Granville Bantock. Omar Khayyám

REAM 2128

Lennox Berkeley. Nelson

REAM 1143

Geoffrey Bush. Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime

REAM 1131

Gordon Crosse. Purgatory

SRCD 313

Eugene Goossens. The Apocalypse

SRCD 371

Gustav Holst. The Perfect Fool

REAM 1143

Michael Hurd. The Aspern Papers & The Night of the Wedding
SRCD 2350

2

Walter Leigh. Jolly Roger or The Admiral’s Daughter

REAM 2116

Elizabeth Maconchy. Héloïse and Abelard

REAM 1138

Thea Musgrave. Mary, Queen of Scots

SRCD 2369

Phyllis Tate. The Lodger

REAM 2119

Michael Tippett. The Midsummer Marriage

SRCD 2217

Ralph Vaughan Williams. Sir John in Love

REAM 2122
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Also available on Lyrita

AD
SRCD 2392
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